
Specialist vehicles for security & resilience  
World class vehicle converter  
& integration provider



Helping you in an  
ever changing world
The threats posed today, from terrorists 

to natural disasters, continue to grow 

to unprecedented levels. This continual 

challenge to governments and organisations 

requires an ever greater resilience coupled 

with specialist vehicles and systems that  

you can trust to deliver 24/7.

MacNeillie is the leading UK specialist vehicle 

converter and integrator of technical and 

complex electronic and communication 

systems. We offer one of the largest and 

comprehensive choices of products within  

the vehicle conversion market, customised 

to the specific requirements of emergency 

services and government and security  

focused organisations across the world.

A Babcock International Group company, 

MacNeillie is uniquely placed to meet complex 

vehicle conversion requirements and has the 

capability to support those vehicles globally - 

offering a full and consummate fleet solution.

World class capability
With a heritage spanning over 100-years, 

we have established a world class capability 

in combining innovation, craftsmanship and 

technical excellence to support our customers 

in a diverse and changing world. MacNeillie 

consistently provide a compliant, superior level 

of manufacturing standards for all customers. 

Our complete and customised solutions include:

• Market leading vehicle conversions 

•  Electrical & communication systems 

integration 

• Covert & overt solutions

• Specialist composite solutions 

• Bomb disposal vehicles 

• Armoured products 

• Through-life support & service packs

We are committed to innovation with 

a continuous Research & Development 

programme in place, verifying new products to 

ensure capability including vehicle integration 

techniques, improved power requirements, 

superior blast and ballistic protection.

Our capacity planning management system 

allows high and low volume orders to be 

processed through our high security facility  

to meet our customer requirements.

Our products
Our customers trust us to deliver resilient 

customised solutions. We never compromise 

on quality, health & safety and best 

environmental practice for the benefits  

of all. Our products include:

Armoured vehicles:

Deployed worldwide, our products provide 

the necessary protection across a diverse 

range of vehicle platforms ranging from 

saloon cars and SUVS to larger specialist 

builds. 

The protection levels are customised to the 

client and their perceived threat levels.

Police:

We design and produce customised covert 

and overt solutions for a range of vehicles 

including motorbikes, cars and light and 

heavy commercial vehicles. Conversion 

models include: control & command; incident 

support; observation, public order and 

traffic; firearms and forensic; and prisoner 

transportation vehicles.

Fire

A variety of vehicles are produced for 

this sector including; small and 4x4 rural 

appliances, water rescue vehicles, officer/

commander cars, fast response cars, first 

response vans, incident control and bespoke 

specialist vehicles. 

Ambulance

We offer a range of ambulances including: 

accident and emergency; neonatal/paediatric; 

high dependency; rapid response; emergency 

care practitioner; and patient transport services.

Specialist

We produce a variety of specialist conversions 

for job specific roles such as Explosive 

Ordnance Disposal (EOD) vehicles and 

Chemical, Biological, Radioactive  

& Nuclear (CBRN) vehicles.

World class  
vehicle converter &  
integration provider

Specialist capabilities

MacNeillie is at the cutting edge of vehicle conversions, delivering best-of-breed 

technology and capability to its customers:

High performing Composites

Our Composites Division manufactures 

quality composite solutions for vehicles, 

and provides innovative solutions to 

many of today’s operational challenges. 

Our products and designs offer a number 

of advantages over more conventional 

materials including weight saving 

initiatives, strength, impact resistance 

and covert applications. 

Our product range is varied - our 

composite specialist bodies are used for 

riot protection or public order vehicles 

where the high impact resistance and 

weight saving characteristics offer a 

range of benefits. We also offer specialist 

coach-built vehicle bodies, for example, 

horseboxes and underwater search  

units where the regular occurrence of 

exposure to fluids and water will have  

a detrimental effect on traditional  

style bodies.

Integrated communications

We recognise the fast paced, ever 

changing environment in which your 

people operate in. For increased 

capability and peace of mind, we 

can support your vehicles with 

communication and survivability  

options including cameras and  

a range of electronic security.

Our compliant integrated in-vehicle 

communications and data system 

solutions cover the design and installation 

for both covert and overt vehicles. Our 

specialist communications hub can 

deliver large programmes across fleets  

as well having the capability to asset 

track, log and repair equipment. 

We have in-house Electromagnetic 

Compatibility (EMC) test facilities to 

assess radio equipment to ensure that  

the conversion of the vehicle does not 

impact the machine’s performance.



If you have a requirement which  
we can provide assistance for, 
please contact:

S MacNeillie & Son Limited, Stockton Close,  
Walsall, West Midlands, WS2 8LD, United Kingdom

Telephone: +44 1922 725560 
Email: info@macneillie.co.uk

www.macneillie.co.uk

Focussed on our customers

Supporting your product

We can deliver services across the whole-life of your vehicles – from 

vehicle design, service packs and full availability contracts, through  

to the disposal and decommissioning of vehicles.  

We have proven capability in working with organisations with  

complex and critical requirements – programmes that require  

resilience and delivery from day one.

Supporting you 

MacNeillie prides itself on building long term relationships with its 

customers, working with them on meeting customised vehicle conversion 

requirements within an agreed timeframe as well as delivering a range of 

after sales services which include:

•  A dedicated customer helpdesk supported by our After Sales  

and Technical teams

•  High demand stock onsite, enabling a large proportion of commercial 

vehicle parts to be available for next day delivery

•  Mobile Client Support Teams providing an invaluable service  

on a daily basis, maintaining and carrying out installations  

onsite to minimise any vehicle downtime

•  User and workshop training programmes, offering full assurance that 

both the operational staff and those responsible for the upkeep of the 

vehicle are fully conversant with the asset

Additionally, MacNeillie has a well-established and professional project 

management team who oversee large contracts. These dedicated 

contract managers work closely with our production departments  

and the client to ensure that the vehicle conversions are built to  

the correct specification, and to the quality expected.

Part of Babcock International Group 
www.babcockinternational.com


